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San Jose is a city located in Northern
California fifty miles south of San
Francisco. While San Jose is often
regarded as a bedroom community it has
grown from a farming community to
become the heart of the high tech Silicon
Valley. The metropolitan Bay Area is a
homogenous metropolis of approximately
ten million souls. The Bay Area is
comprised of the North Bay, the East Bay,
South Bay and the Peninsula with a large
body of water, the San Francisco Bay
directly in the middle. San Jose lies at the
hub of this urban center connecting the
South Bay to the peninsula and East Bay.
A teeming multicultural melting pot with
close economic, cultural and kindred ties to
both the Orient and Latin America. In the
South Bay, San Joses posh, urbane
modernity comes to an abrupt end at the
redwood forest separating her from the
Pacific coast. Within the dense primeval
woods between San Jose and ocean is a
wilderness of giant woodlands and lush
undergrowth teeming with wildlife,
antediluvian flora and dopers. Hidden in
the forests remote density, away from the
watchful eyes of the San Jose Police
Department drug users, suppliers and
manufacturers thrive in an environment of
virtual nihilistic lawlessness. Because of its
location and diverse denizens San Jose has
become the gateway for the distribution of
the illicit heroin and cocaine from Mexico
and South America, for the opiates and
hashish from the Orient and for the
hallucinogenics and stimulants produced
by the local chemists who populate the
secluded forests of the coast mountain
range. It was into this invisible underworld
of iniquitous depraved criminality that a
young San Jose Police Officer was
immersed in a first ever attempt to identify,
infiltrate and build prosecutable criminal
cases against the facilitators and promoters
of the industry of illegal drug distribution.
It was during these investigations that
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undercover officer Ted Sumner walked
through the dark, demonic world of outlaw
drug addicts and pushers, befriending and
trafficking with criminals from the street
level dealer to the kingpins of syndicates
with international connections. Working
alone and unaided in a capacity of deep
undercover, Sumner faded into the
shadowy purgatory of drugs and crime
meticulously building case after case that
brought to justice hundreds of dealers and
wrecked and dismantled dozens of narcotic
distribution organizations.
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Deep Cover (song) - Wikipedia Jan 4, 2014 - 4 min - Uploaded by Jaroslav SpevakSubscribe if you like my videos.
Like if you want to see more videos like this. Comment if you Deep Cover Cop Salt Lake City, UT 84124 - Deep
Cover COP. 2 likes. Movie. Deep Cover COP. Privacy Terms. About. Deep Cover COP. Movie. 2 people like this
topic. Related Pages. The Magic of Deep Cover Cop 4171 S Shanna St Salt Lake City, UT Publishers Buy Deep
Cover Cop on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Deep Cover Cop - Home Facebook Deep Cover Cop - Kindle
edition by Ted Sumner, Mills Crenshaw. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use
features like Deep Cover Cop - Friendly Martial Arts Forum 801-706-2256 4171 S Shanna St Salt Lake City, UT
84124 View phone details, business hours, full address for Deep Cover Cop in Salt Lake City, UT Deep Cover(187 on
an Undercover Cop) Lyrics - Dr. Dre - LyricsBox Full and accurate LYRICS for Deep Cover(187 on an Undercover
Cop) from Dr. Dre: Intro, (Snoop Doggy Dogg), Hit this mothafucka g, (Dr Dre), Naw man I Deep Cover COP
Facebook Join Jason Hartman as he leads author, Ted Sumner, through a fascinating true story about Teds undercover
police work with the San Jose Police Department Deep Cover Cop eBook: Ted Sumner, Mills Crenshaw: Deep
Cover, also known as 187, is the debut single by Dr. Dres and his first track released An undercover cop goes deep in
the hierarchic pyramid of the underground mafia to get the bosses locked up, and goes deep also by getting Deep Cover
Cop, A True Crime Book Sep 15, 2012 Dont miss this interview with Deep Cover Cop Ted Sumner as tells his story
of how he became a youthful undercover cop and engaged in Deep Cover Cop: Ted and Crenshaw, Mills Sumner Dec 24, 2010 - 31 sec - Uploaded by amonshangoDeep Cover - Drug Dealer pretending to be a cop. Deep Cover
(1992): Where Are They Deep Cover (1992) - IMDb The most detailed account of the making of one of the most
successful Deep Cover Narcotics Agents ever written. Hardcover book available online now! Undercover operation flaskmag.com
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Wikipedia Michael Levine (born December 20, 1939) is a former senior United States law enforcement agent and has
been called Americas top undercover cop for 25 years by 60 Minutes. The Big White Lie: The Deep Cover Operation
That Exposed the CIA Sabotage of the Drug War. ISBN 1-56025-084-4 ISBN 978-1-56025-084- Deep Cover Cop by
Ted Sumner Reviews, Discussion Get reviews, hours, directions, coupons and more for Deep Cover Cop at 4171 S
Shanna St, Salt Lake City, UT. Search for other Used & Rare Books in Salt Lake Action A black uniformed policeman
is recruited by a devious drug enforcement agent to .. social commentary with the harsh realities of lives dominated by
drugs - the users - the sellers - the cartel, and the cop going deeper underground. Synopsis Deep Cover Cop Jan 21,
2010 Undercover Cops Have To Identify Themselves If Asked. As Seen On: Rush, Deep Cover, Monk. Typical
Scenario: An undercover police officer : Deep Cover Cop eBook: Ted Sumner, Mills Crenshaw Join Jason Hartman
as he leads author, Ted Sumner, through a fascinating true story about Teds undercover police work with the San Jose
Police Department DR. DRE LYRICS - Deep Cover - AZLyrics If youre looking in the classified ads to be a deep
cover operative, youre looking in the wrong place. Only trained and sworn officers can volunteer for these Deep Cover Drug Dealer pretending to be a cop - YouTube Deep Cover is a 1992 American neo-noir crime thriller film starring
Laurence Fishburne and It turns out that Felix is a police informant working with Detective Hernandez. Felix
immediately gives up Stevens, Jason and Betty, and wants Jason Deep Cover - Wikipedia Lyrics to Deep Cover song
by Dr. Dre: Tonights the night I get in some shit, (Yeah) Deep Yeah, and you dont stop (cause its 1-8-7 on an
undercover cop) feat. Snoop Dogg - Deep Cover (187 undercover cop Deep Cover Cop has 6 ratings and 3 reviews.
Brenda said: I heard this guy on the radio a year or two ago and found him very interesting. I finally bought Dr. Dre
Deep Cover Lyrics Genius Lyrics Deep Cover Cop. 215 likes 3 talking about this. Deep Cover Cop is about a
nefarious evil that exists in our society, our neighborhoods and our schools. 7 Bullshit Police Myths Everyone Believes
(Thanks to Movies) Some punk ass cop on deep cover came over to the corner and caught ronnie with an eighth in his
coat pocket. - Oh man, Ive been dealin with you for three How to Get a Job as a Deep Undercover Cop To go
undercover is to avoid detection by the entity one is observing, and especially to In England, the first modern police
force was established in 1829 by Sir Robert Peel as the Metropolitan Police of London. From the start, the force Deep
Cover (Undercover Cops Book 1) - Kindle edition by Sandra Last Call The Deep Cover Cop Ted Sumner @
My Last Call [Hook: Dr. Dre + (Snoop Doggy Dogg)] Yeah, and you dont stop (Cause its 1-8-7 on a undercover cop)
Yeah, and you dont stop (Cause its 1-8-7 on a Urban Dictionary: deep cover Get directions, reviews and information
for Deep Cover Cop in Salt Lake City, UT. deep cover cop Archives - Holistic Survival Show by Jason Hartman Ted
Sumner looked like a kid, but he was a battle hardened veteran who was given an undercover assignment that no one had
ever tried before. He worked
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